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 PROGRAMME
8 OCTOBER 2021  

1:30 – 1:45 pm Welcoming address (Needham Research Institute)

1:45 – 2:30 pm
Keynote Lecture: Samuel Lieu (Macquarie University) 
From Qin to Cathay - Names for China and the Chinese on the Silk 
Road 

2:30 – 3:00 pm Tea Break

3:00 – 4:30 pm
Fabrizia Baldissera  (Università di Firenze)  
Echoes of travels of people and ideas across both Silk Roads

 
T. H. Barrett (SOAS, University of London)  
The Ultimate Goal of Daoism: An Iranian State of Mind?

 
Sally K. Church (Needham Research Institute)  
Interplays and Interactions on the Maritime and Overland Silk 
Roads in the First Millennium CE 

4:30 – 5:00 pm Tea Break and optional tour of NRI

5:00 – 6:00 pm Graduate Student Panel

6:00 – 8:00 pm Buffet dinner at NRI

9 OCTOBER 2021

9:00 – 9:15 am Welcoming address (Ancient India and Iran Trust)

9:15 –  10:45 am
Flavia Xi Fang  (University of Cambridge) 
The trade of aromatics along the Silk Road during the Tang dynasty

 
Jing Feng  (University of Cambridge) 
Bookbinding of Codices from the Dunhuang Library Cave and its 
Non-Chinese Elements

 
Imre Galambos (University of Cambridge) 
The pothi book form in 10th century Dunhuang

10:45 – 11:15 am Tea Break



11:15 – 12:15 pm
Erica C. D. Hunter (SOAS, University of London) 
Cam. Mm-6-29 and the transmission of metallurgical recipes

Bill M. Mak (Needham Research Institute, Cambridge University)  
From Zero to Infinity: China’s Encounter with Indian Mathematics

12:15 – 1:30 pm Buffet Lunch

1:30 – 2:30 pm
Raymond Mercier 
Āryabhaṭa’s astronomy and the underlying observations

Daniel J. Sheridan  (University of Cambridge) 
The Sogdians and Chinese Materia Medica

2:30 – 3:00 pm Tea Break

3:00 – 4:00 pm
Nicholas Sims-Williams (SOAS, University of London)  
Manichaean calendar fragments in macaronic language

 
Vincenzo Vergiani (University of Cambridge) 
The introduction of writing in Achaemenid Gandhāra and the birth 
of Pāṇini’s grammar 

4:00 – 5:00 pm Round Table Discussion and closing remarks



ABSTRACTS

The Ultimate Goal of Daoism: An Iranian State of Mind 

T H. Barrett

    


The idea of studying Sino-Iranian contacts goes back in the United Kingdom at least 
two centuries, and was prompted by a translation of a story by Feng Menglong 
(1574-1646). Feng does mention Arsacid Persia in the course of describing Laozi’s 
journey out of China to the West, but takes that journey to be a metaphorical account of 
Inner Alchemy, a mode of interpretation also applied though perhaps at a later date to 
the tale of the Monkey King in the Journey to the West. So his Iran cannot be accounted 
a real place, but rather what might be described as a meditational state. Genuine 
awareness of the Parthian empire as a reality in history seems to have faded over the 
centuries, even if the name was still attached to products similar to frankincense that 
continued in use up to Feng’s time. By contrast the notion of a westward itinerary 
functioning as an ‘inner trip’, while it draws on much older notions of spirit journeys, 
appears to arrive explicitly only during the eleventh century.
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Interplays and Interactions on the Maritime and Overland Silk Roads in 
the First Millennium CE 

Sally K. Church

In the past there tended to be separate sets of Chinese individuals who travelled along 
the maritime silk roads and those who travelled on the overland routes -- some went 
only by land and others only by sea, and very few did both. Tang Xuanzang travelled 
only by land, and the monk Yijing ventured out only by sea, whereas Faxian went to 
India by land and returned by sea. While working on the maritime expeditions of Zheng 
He, I noticed that there was a particular set of eunuchs who seemed to specialise in 
overseas expeditions and others who accompanied only overland missions, although I 
did find one intriguing one, Hou Xian, who visited Bengal by sea and also Jaunpur by 
land on different occasions. In general, there seems to have been a divide between 
maritime and overland communications, to which there are exceptions in a minority of 
cases. Over time I have also noticed other distinctions between the two worlds -- 
maritime and overland -- even in the identities of the scholars who study these various 
movements of people -- maritime historians seem to be a distinct group from those who 
specialise in overland communications. Of course there are quite a few examples of 
those who do both, e.g. Paul Pelliot. This paper attempts to identify the areas of overlap 
between forays along the maritime and overland silk roads by investigating the 
motivations for various journeys, the choices of which route to take, the identities of the 
personnel, the products that came in or out of China. It especially attempts to obtain 
insights into the geographical knowledge that allowed people in the first millennium, 
without the benefits of today's maps and awareness of geography, the flexibility to 
choose, sometimes quite quickly, between these two sets of routes to reach particular 
destinations and to respond to particular circumstances. Areas of difference between 
these two types of routes and means of travel will also be identified, but the focus will 
be on the advantages of investigating the crossovers between the maritime and 
overland silk roads and those who travelled along them.
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The Trade of Aromatics along the Silk Road during the Tang dynastyc 

Flavia Xi Fang

The transmission of new aromatics along the Silk Road and the spread of Buddhism 
from the third century have enriched, altered and reshaped both the 'smellscape' and 
meanings attached to scents in China. From the Han through the Tang, the use of 
aromatic substances became widespread, at which point an element of increased 
sophistication was added to the art of producing and appreciating aromatic goods. 
During the Tang, they had become an established part of secular as well as religious life. 
However, these substances were usually not merely regarded as aromatic materials per 
se, they were also medicine, spices, and, made into incense - which might be used for 
rituals, to aromatise private spaces, and even to measure time. In my presentation, I 
wish to offer a whiff of its smellscape and the value of interrogating the spice trades as a 
way to deepen our understanding of cultural exchanges along the Silk Road.  
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Bookbinding of Codices from the Dunhuang Library Cave and its Non-
Chinese Elements  

Jing Feng

Bookbinding is the process of physically assembling book leaves, sewing or gluing them 
along one edge, and attaching protective covers to the gatherings. It is a practice widely 
attested in many book cultures, which provides opportunities to conduct comparative 
studies to reveal the exchange of book-manufacturing techniques between different 
areas. With this aim, my presentation focuses on bookbinding of medieval codices from 
the Dunhuang library cave, and pays special attention to non-Chinese techniques 
adopted in the manufacture of codices during the ninth and tenth centuries. The 
observation of outside elements within these codices demonstrates the interaction 
between the manuscript cultures of China and its neighbours, and provides additional 
information on connections between China, South Asia, and Central Asia during the 
medieval period from the perspective of materiality. 
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The Pothi Book Form in 10th Century Dunhuang  

Imre Galambos

 


Pothi is a book form that ultimately derives from the palm-leaf books of Indian 
manuscript culture. During the second half of the first millennium AD, this form spreads 
along with Buddhist texts to the oasis cities of the Tarim Basin, where the writing 
material changes to paper. Among the tens of thousands of manuscripts found in the 
Dunhuang library cave, there are also many in pothi form; these are mostly in Tibetan 
but there are also some in other languages such as Sanskrit, Khotanese and Chinese. 
While some of the Tibetan specimens are dated, the dates are given in terms of the 
twelve-year animal cycle which does not allow us to document the time of the 
appearance of the pothi form in Dunhuang. The unambiguously dated Chinese 
examples are from the tenth century but these are unfortunately very few in number. The 
oblong shape of the pothi also became adopted as the shape of folios in concertina 
manuscripts, which continue to be used in East Asian Buddhist cultures to this day. 
Thus the pothi embodied a link from South-Asian manuscript tradition to the dominant 
form of Chinese Buddhist scriptures during the past millennium. This paper examines 
the types of innovation the pothi brought to Chinese manuscript culture and emphasises 
the significance of cross-cultural contacts in the history of the Chinese book, arguing 
against views that portray changes as purely internal improvements driven by utility and 
convenience. 
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Cam. Mm-6-29 and the Transmission of Metallurgical Recipes 

Erica C D Hunter

Cam. Mm.6.29 arrived at the University Library in Cambridge in 1632 CE,   amongst a 
donation of 86 Oriental manuscripts by the widow of the Duke of Buckingham. Written 
in Syriac (Serto script), the unvocalised manuscript, consisting of 151 leaves, is a 
miscellany of philosophical and alchemical works that were translated from Greek, 
including part of the alchemical encyclopædia of the third century alchemist, Zosimos of 
Panopolis that has now been lost. The Treatises of Zosimos [f. 9 recto - f. 90 recto] 
comprising 12 books, discuss the properties and qualities of various metals and alloys, 
with recipes for their manufacture sandwiched between metaphysical sections. The 
paper explores the recipes for the manufacture of Corinthian bronze, an alloy more 
precious than gold; listings of ingredients include many Greek and Persian termini 
technici. The knowledge of the manufacture of Corinthian gold was lost in Europe but 
survived in Japan due to its transmission along the Silk Roads. 
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Names of China 

Sam Lieu

In her contacts with peoples along the Silk Road, China (the Middle Kingdom) acquired 
a number of names for the Chinese Empire and for Chinese people which bear no 
etymological relation to the way in which the Chinese referred to themselves and their 
homeland. This lecture will examine a number of names for China and the Chinese in 
Central Asian documents as well as how the Chinese referred to themselves and their 
home nation in Chinese accounts of contacts with foreign peoples and nations. 
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From Zero to Infinity: China’s Encounter with Indian Mathematics 

Bill M. Mak

This paper examines a long-standing controversy concerning the influence of Indian 
mathematics over its Chinese counterpart. The impact of the Indian invention of zero 
and place-value numerals has on the Islamic world and subsequently Europe has long 
been recognised by Western scholars. Its influence on China is less clear. The Indian 
zero and numerals were certainly known in China much earlier, with the first full 

description found in the astral compendium Jiuzhi li Ԝ䁆䧰 composed by Qutan Xida 

(*Gautamasiddhārtha) 䧱ఀ晄 in the first quarter of the eighth century CE. However, 

these new symbols had apparently no impact on the Chinese until, quite suddenly from 
the thirteenth century onward, the circular symbol for zero started to be used in rod-
numeral computation in Chinese mathematical texts. Needham and most Chinese 
scholars observe that such usage was likely a development from the existing convention 
of “empty space” in rod-numeral computation that was in practice since 400 BCE and 
that there is “no positive evidence” for transmission. If by chronological priority one 
argues for the transmission of the use of zero and place-value numerals from the 
Indians, then the Chinese method of computation with rod-numeral exemplifies the 
earliest use of any place-value system known in the world; this would suggest the 
reverse transmission from China to India. What appears to be less controversial in terms 
of Indian influence over Chinese mathematics is the use of extremely large numbers. A 
number of Indian Buddhist texts translated into Chinese since the Six Dynasties 
(220-589 CE) contain idiosyncratic expressions of numbers of extremely large values 
that were not known to the Chinese. The use of these expressions that approach infinity, 
a concept found in a number of Mahāyāna Buddhist texts, captured the imagination of 
subsequent generations of Chinese. These large numbers were occasionally put into 
practical use in astronomical and mathematical problems such as the use of distant 
epoch in the computation of planetary motion and combinatorics.
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Āryabhaṭa’s Astronomy and the Underlying Observations  

Raymond Mercier 

Āryabhaṭa (b. 476 AD) produced a system, which was in many ways conventional with 
spherical astronomy; mean longitudes; and equations for sun, moon, and planets. The 
astronomical quality of this work is best judged by means of the analysis created by 
Roger Billard in 1971. In this work it was established that the system of Āryabhaṭa 
agreed accurately with the true state of the heavens only in the short period 500-520 
AD. From this it is clear that the system was determined by the adjustment of the 
parameters in the light of real observations around that time.  


The problem is to discover something about the observations which had been used. The 
first one to recommend itself is the lunar eclipse of 498, Mar 23. From this, one can 
derive the principal parameters of the Moon. In this paper the analysis of this eclipse will 
show how this works. 


Every astronomical system is created, not ab initio, but by corrections and 
improvements applied to a received system. In this Indian situation we really do not 
know what Āryabhaṭa received, and are obliged to speculate. This, in spite of the fact 
Varāhamihira describes five very different systems known at that time. Beyond that, I 
believe one can see in the Indian practise the presence of features linking this new 
astronomy to that of the Middle East, through Hipparchus, for example. 
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The Sogdians and Chinese  Materia Medica  

Daniel J. Sheridan 

Besides their prominent roles as traders and missionaries along the so-called Silk 
Roads, the Sogdians, through their trading enterprises, also played a notable, though 
less known, part in influencing the medical practices of those they contacted via both 
the movement of materia and in disseminating medical knowledge. This paper will 
explore several aspects of Sogdian and other Iranic interactions with Chinese materia 
medica  (Pharmacology) including a Chinese prescription request from Dunhuang (S. 
5901), the unique position of Sogdian Christians as regards medical knowledge, and the 
role of Sogdian merchants in supplying materia medica. 
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Manichaean Calendar Fragments in Macaronic Language  

Nicholas Sims-Williams 

Amongst the surviving manuscripts written by members of the Manichaean community 
in the Turfan area around the 10th century are numerous fragments of calendar tables, 
the main purpose of which was to correlate the Chinese and Iranian months, and to fix 
the position in the year of the five obligatory two-day fasts. Most of these calendars are 
either in Sogdian or in Turkish, but whatever their language, they often contain technical 
terms such as names of days or planets in other languages, such as Middle Persian and 
Chinese. This mixture of languages adds to the many difficulties which they present, 
which also include the fact that most of the texts are fragmentary and the inherently 
complex matters which they deal with. In this paper I shall present a text which is even 
more fragmentary than most and which makes use of an exceptionally wide range of 
languages. The primary language is Turkish, but the vocabulary includes terms 
borrowed from Chinese and no less than four different Iranian languages: Sogdian, 
Middle Persian, Parthian and Bactrian. 

Reference: ‘A multilingual Manichean calendar from Turfan (U130)’, in: Language, 
Society, and Religion in the World of the Turks: Festschrift for Larry Clark at Seventy-Five 
(Silk Road Studies, 19, ed. Zs. Gulácsi), Turnhout, 2018 [2019], 251-66. 
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The Introduction of Writing in Achaemenid Gandhāra and the Birth of 
Pāṇini’s Grammar 

Vincenzo Vergiani

There is broad consensus in recent scholarship that the beginning of literacy in South 
Asia is linked to the Achaemenids’ conquest of north-west India in the late 6th century 
BCE, since Kharoṣṭhī, one of the two earliest Indian scripts, shows quite evident 
similarities to the Aramaic script used by the Persian administration. The exact 
circumstances in which this technological transfer took place are not known since no 
contemporary accounts survive, and we can only speculate about the conditions that 
made it possible. Even the archaeological traces of the Achaemenids’ rule of Gandhāra 
and other adjacent territories in today’s Pakistan are in fact tenuous. However, an 
ancient Indian tradition maintains that Pāṇini, the great Sanskrit grammarian, hailed from 
Gandhāra, and recent research tends to date him some time after the mid first 
millennium BCE, when the region was a Persian satrapy. In my paper I will present some 
of the structural and terminological features of Pāṇini’s Aṣṭādhyāyī which suggest that it 
originated in a literate milieu, arguing that the script he and his fellow grammarians used 
was probably a form of the recently invented Kharoṣṭhī. I will also discuss some 
hypotheses on the social and cultural factors in the Gandhāran society of the time that 
may have facilitated the adoption of the new technology and led to its being quickly put 
to service in the production of Pāṇini’s grammar, marking the beginning of a new era in 
the culture of ancient India.
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